We present an overview of Amalgam, a sentence realization module that combines machine-learned and knowledgeengineered components to produce natural language sentences from logical form inputs. We describe the decomposition of the task of sentence realization into a linguistically informed series of steps, with particular attention to the linguistic issues that arise in German. We report on the evaluation of component steps and of the overall system.
Introduction
Since the mid 1990s, there has been increasing interest in the application of statistical and machine learning techniques to various aspects of natural language generation, ranging from learning plans for high-level organization of texts and dialogues (Zukerman et al., 1998; Duboue and McKeown, 2001) or ensuring that the macro properties of generated texts such as the distribution of sentence lengths and lexical variety mirror the properties of naturally occurring texts (Oberlander and Brew, 2000) to sentence planning (Walker et al., 2001.) . As generation proceeds through successively less abstract stages, nearing the final output string, it would appear that current generation systems are still likely to employ knowledge-engineered approaches. Indeed Walker et al. (2001) , commenting on sentence realization, rather succinctly summarize what is no doubt a widely-held belief, namely that "This phase is not a planning phase in that it only executes decisions made previously." Although the kinds and number of decisions to be made during sentence realization will depend on the nature of the prior sentence planning phase and on the linguistic complexity of the domain, myriad encoding decisions must still be made. Machine learning approaches have been successfully applied to such aspects of sentence realization as determining the appropriate form of referring expressions (Poesio et al., 1999) and the grammatical relations of noun phrases (Corston-Oliver, 2000) as well as performing lexical selection (Bangalore and Rambow, 2000b) . Traditional knowledge engineering approaches to sentence realization founder on our inadequate understanding of the mapping from propositional content to surface form, a mapping that encompasses such problems as equi-NP deletion, movement operations such as extraposition and left-dislocation, ordering of modifiers within constituents, and voice alternations. Research in knowledge engineered solutions to these problems continues (see for example, Aikawa et al., 2001 ). However, the task of broad-coverage sentence realization would appear to be of comparable complexity to sentence analysis, and equally difficult to adapt to new domains. Sentence realization therefore appears to be an ideal candidate for statistical and machinelearned approaches.
Some recently described systems have attempted to side-step the encoding decisions involved in sentence realization by proposing alternative realizations of an input semantic form and leaving it to a word-level language model to select the most likely candidate sentence for output. The Nitrogen system Knight, 1998a, 1998b) , for example, uses a rather permissive knowledge-engineered component to propose candidate output sentences that are then scored using word bigrams. Statistics garnered from actual texts are thus used as a substitute for deeper knowledge. The addition of syntactic information, either to constrain the range of candidate sentences or to augment the n-gram model, has produced favorable improvements over n-gram models used alone (Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a; Ratnaparkhi, 2000) .
In the current paper we describe an on-going research project code-named Amalgam. Amalgam is a (predominantly) machine-learned generation module that performs sentence realization and a small degree of lexical selection. Amalgam takes as input a logical form graph. Proceeding through a series of machine-learned and knowledgeengineered steps, it transforms that graph into a fully articulated tree structure from which an output sentence can be read. Amalgam has been successfully applied to the realization of non-trivial German sentences in diverse technical domains. An extended description is given in Gamon et al. (2002a) .
Linguistic issues in German generation
Although English and German are closely related languages, they now differ typologically in dramatic ways. German makes a three-way distinction in lexical gender (masculine, feminine, neuter). Nominal elements are morphologically marked for one of four grammatical cases (nominative, accusative, dative and genitive), with adjectives and determiners agreeing in gender, number and case. Verbal position is fixed, and is sensitive to clause type; the order of other constituents is relatively free. So-called "separable prefixes" are elements that may occur prefixed to verbs or as separate elements at a great distance from the verb to which they are syntactically dependent. Extraposition, a rare phenomenon in English text, is pervasive: depending on genre, one quarter to one third of all relative clauses in natural German texts are extraposed (Gamon et al., 2002b; Uszkoreit et al., 1998) . Relatively free constituent order, separable prefixes and extraposition force us to deal with long distance dependencies much more frequently than in the analysis and generation of English sentences.
The logical form representation
The logical form representation that we employ is a graph data structure that expresses the propositional content of a sentence. Nodes in the graph contain lemmas (citation forms) of content words with additional annotations for definiteness, number, person and so on. Relations between nodes are indicated by labeled arcs. The logical form normalizes surface syntactic alternations. For example, active and passive alternations receive the same graph representation, differing only in the presence of the [+Pass] feature on the verbal head of the logical form that results from the analysis of the passive. Since the logical form is a graph, nodes may have more than one parent. Figure 1 , Hans isst die Kartoffeln auf, die er gestern geernet hat, "Hans eats the potatoes up, which he has gathered yesterday" (i.e., "Hans eats up the potatoes which he gathered yesterday"), illustrates the graph nature of the representation.
1 A given node may be in more than one relationship to the same parent, as is the case with Hans, which functions both as the underlying subject of aufessen "to eat up" and the logical topic of the sentence. A given node may also be dependent on more than one parent node, as is the case with Kartoffel "potato", which functions as both the object of aufessen and the object of ernten "to gather". Long distance dependencies receive a rather direct representation in the logical form, as shown in the representation of the extraposed relative clause die er gestern geernet hat, "that he gathered yesterday", which is represented in the logical form as directly dependent on Kartoffel, which it modifies semantically. 
The sentence realization process
For our experiments, we begin with a broadcoverage grammar of German (in the framework described in (Heidorn, 2000) ) that parses sentences to produce a syntactic analysis. Additional processing yields a logical form analysis. Our task is essentially to learn the mapping from the output logical forms to the input sentences, with reference to the intermediate syntactic analysis. The goal is to apply Amalgam to the realization of sentences in contexts such as machine translation in which the input logical form is constructed by transfer operations. In the interim, using logical forms that result from the analysis of German text frees us from issues related to noise introduced by the process of transfer. We do not require an annotated corpus; we are able to create unlimited (though imperfect) quantities of training data by application of the German analysis system. We have been using a corpus of 100,000 German sentences drawn from technical manuals and computer help files. Depending on the phenomenon of interest, each sentence typically produces multiple training cases. For some models, such as the punctuation model, the use of the full set of sentences yielded as many as one million cases. The first stage in the Amalgam process is a procedure that converts the input logical form into a more manageable tree data structure in which linear order has not been determined. Nodes with multiple parents in the input logical form are duplicated and co-indexed in the tree data structure. By consultation of the system dictionary, each node is annotated with lexical features such as subcategorization information that is not otherwise needed in the logical form. Nouns with nominal modifiers are collapsed to form compounds. Most of the remaining stages involve machine learning. With the exception of the generative language model used to determine intra-constituent order, all machine-learned modules have been implemented as decision tree classifiers using the WinMine toolkit (Chickering, nd.). Decision trees provide an easily accessible inventory of the selected features and some indication of their relative importance in predicting the target features in question. Significantly, decision trees built by WinMine predict a probability distribution over all possible target values. We formulate a series of questions that lend themselves to implementation in decision tree classifiers. For example, we ask, "What case should this NP have?", "Which determiner from the set {NULL, definite determiner, indefinite determiner, …} should modify this NP?", "Should this constituent be realized?". Features are extracted from each node, its parent and grandparent. Knowledge-engineered approaches have been employed for problems for which there were insufficient data to train models, for certain graph and tree manipulation operations, and for straightforward operations such as performing contractions.
The next major stage fleshes out the logical form tree. Each node is labeled (NP, VP, SUBCL etc). Function words are inserted, including placeholders for determiners, e.g., DefDet, which serves as a placeholder for a definite determiner and RelPro, which serves as a placeholder for a relative pronoun (the exact inflected forms cannot be determined until subsequent processing has resolved intra-constituent ordering and morphological case), auxiliaries, the infinitival marker zu, the subordinating conjunctions dass and ob, expletive subject es, reflexive pronouns, the adverbial wie, the negator nicht, and the passive markers von and durch. A simple function produces the contracted prepositional proforms such as dadurch and damit. Logical subjects and objects are assigned a probability of being realized in the surface string. For example, logical subjects of infinitival clauses do not usually receive overt expression. Finally, morphological case features and verb position features (verb second, verb final, verb initial) are assigned.
The third major stage deletes logical subjects and objects whose probability of being realized is below a given threshold. The degraphed logical form is transformed deterministically into a representation that more closely resembles a syntactic constituent representation, albeit with linear order still unspecified. Non-terminal nodes are given the syntactic labels that were chosen previously. A function splits separable prefixes from verbal stems, based on verb-position features assigned in the previous stage, and based on lexical information. A simple tree transformation reverses the headedness of constituents in which the syntactic head is not the semantic head, e.g., in cases involving quantification such as viele der Leute "many of the people".
Processing proceeds to global movement operations, i.e., movement that reattaches nodes, as distinct from ordering within a constituent. Mandatory movement, whether raising, Whmovement, or the movement of relative pronouns/relative expressions, are handled by three simple functions-these phenomena, which have received considerable attention in the theoretical literature, have extremely low text frequency in the technical corpus that we use, with the result that there were insufficient examples for training decision tree classifiers. Extraposition of relative, infinitival and complement clauses is based on a decision tree classifier which decides for each instance of such a clause whether it should move up one step and attach to the parent of its parent (Gamon et al., 2002b) . Once reattached there, the next "hop" is evaluated, until a position is found where the probability of further movement is less than the probability of staying put (i.e., it falls below 0.5).
Now that the basic constituency has been resolved, two functions set morphological properties of verbs, copying tense information to the finite verb (which might be an auxiliary that was inserted during flesh-out), and copying participial information onto the non-finite verb. The verb is made to agree with the subject, which is identified as the first nominative NP in the domain of the finite verb.
Next, linear order within each constituent is determined by consulting a generative statistical language model (see Ringger et al., in preparation (A) ). For a given constituent, the ordering stage employs a beam search to select the optimal ordering of modifiers relative to one another and to the head, in the context of the syntactic category of the parent constituent and the head part-of-speech. In addition to leveraging the constituency, the order model is sensitive to the semantic relation between each modifier and the head as well as the syntactic category of the modifier.
A series of operations cleans up the tree. Decision tree classifiers select the appropriate forms to replace the placeholders for determiners and relative pronouns. This is a non-trivial task in German-the training data contain 55 different lexical realizations of determiners and 23 different lexical realizations of relative pronouns. Reflexive pronouns, which also received an abstract form during insertion in flesh-out, are converted into their surface form by a simple function. Finally, we must perform conjunction reduction, reducing sentences such as the grammatical but dysfluent Hans hat die Kartoffeln gekocht, und Hans hat die Kartoffeln gegessen "Hans has cooked the potatoes, and Hans has eaten the potatoes" to the more fluent Hans hat die Kartoffeln gekocht und gegessen "Hans has cooked and eaten the potatoes". A decision tree classifier assigns a probability to each NP under coordination that it will be overtly realized. A simple function then selects only the most likely NP to be realized. A final housekeeping function removes duplicated prepositions and auxiliaries that remain as artifacts of earlier degraphing operations.
Although there are extensive prescriptive descriptions of German punctuation conventions (e.g., Duden, 2000) , we have implemented two decision tree classifiers. One classifier decides whether a punctuation symbol should be inserted after a given constituent. The other classifier decides whether a symbol should be inserted before a given constituent. The most probable symbol (including the NULL symbol) is inserted between each terminal node. Finally, a knowledgeengineered module performs morphological inflection. The output sentence is then read off from the terminal nodes of the tree. Table 1 presents the accuracy of the various decision tree classifiers. Extended discussion of these and other classifiers is given in Gamon et al. (in preparation) , including precision/recall figures for each value of the target feature. The baseline is calculated by predicting the most frequent value in the held-out test data. This proved easier to calculate from the intermediate WinMine data files, and is a slightly higher bar than predicting the most frequent value from the training data. All decision tree classifiers outperform the baseline. The accuracy for the extraposition model is based on a single "hop", i.e., for a single decision concerning whether an extraposable clause ought to ascend one level in the syntax tree. For a more extensive evaluation that considers the final attachment site after a clause has undergone multiple hops, see Gamon et al. (2002b) .
We evaluate the overall system by parsing a blind test set of 564 German sentences to produce logical forms and then applying Amalgam to generate output strings from those logical forms. For this sample, 71.1% of the words are correctly inflected and occur in the correct position in the sentence. We also compute the word-level string edit distance of the generated output from the original reference string: the number of errors (insertions, deletions, and substitutions) is 44.7% of the number of words in the reference string. String edit distance is a harsh measure of sentence realization accuracy. Because string edit distance does not consider movement as an edit operator, movements appear as both deletions and insertions, yielding a double penalty. Furthermore, as observed earlier, some edits have a greater impact on the intelligibility of the output than others, especially the position of the German verb. Work in progress on a tree edit distance metric addresses both of these issues (Ringger et al., in preparation (B) ). Closely related work includes that of Bangalore, Rambow and Whittaker (2000) .
It is possible that generated sentences might differ from the reference sentences and yet still prove satisfactory. We therefore had five independent human evaluators assess the quality of the output for a random sample of 564 sentences.
3 These sentences had been analyzed to yield logical forms from which Amalgam generated output sentences. The evaluators assigned an integer score to each sentence, comparing it to the reference sentence using the scoring system given in Table 2 . 4 The average score was 2.96 with a standard deviation of 0.81. The mode was 4, occurring 104 times, i.e. 104/564 sentences, or 18.4% received the maximum score. In 63 of these cases, the score of 4 had been automatically assigned because the output sentence was identical to the reference sentence. In the other 41 cases, all five human evaluators had assigned a score of 4, i.e., the output differed from the reference sentence, but was still "Ideal".
